B. Alex Miller
How does one explore the suburban home? Go in through the garage, of course.
Excerpted from the author's Masters thesis entitled The Great American Garage The Great American Garage An Exploration of Suburbia Sales, bands, suicides, and business staitups: The suburban garage is the most culturally flexible space in the entire American domestic envaronment. In this flexibility, it stands opposed to many of the established notions of suburban domestic context. It is illustrative of the displayed, hidden, and forgotten wonders of the American home.
Within the context of this thesis, established interpretations of the garage program are used in the form of metaphor and hyperbole to create differing typologies of the American home. The metaphors themselves have developed out of a very dense genealogy of American suburban histories and trajectories. They have a real history, just as they occupy a very real extant condition of the suburban context. The new suburban house typologies march toward the space of the surreal via the narratives that accompany each of them, allowing for an ex-ploration into the existing domestic condition as well as a feverish and jocular critique of some of the norms of suburban life.
This research attempts to to take on the exploration of American suburbia, using the very stereotypes and cliches that have come to define it.
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Trophy House Axon Trophy House Plan Trophy House Beautiful and shiny SUVs are parked on top of the houses hke the
Greek goddesses adorning the tops of trophies. Neighbors have told me how hard it is to imagine how plain everything looked before the driveways were put in; no one can picture gable upon gable upon gable into the distance. I've tried to explain that you couldn't see all of the roofs in this manner anyway. I mean, how often do you suppose people were up on the roof before the driveways were put up here? Every week or so, a community gathering is organized at one of the homes in the neighborhood. It is a celebration of sorts, similar to the christening of a new ship. The crowd gathers at the base of the trail that leads to the home's garage to watch the family bring home the perfectly polished SUV for the first time.
Ad] of the preparations have been made: the entrance wall to the garage has been rebuilt, with the entire family contributing to the ritual of replacing studs and vinyl siding. The M.G.P.' has been altered considerably since the family's last SUV purchase, elevating the challenge to a new height for the entire neighborhood; nobody has seen a trail this difficult since the Smiths bought their Hummer H6 a year ago. The SUV arrives to a quiet smattering of claps from the crowd of neighbors (the restrained applause seems to speak both to the expectations of more excitement to come and to the barely hidden pangs of jealousy from neighbors). As the SUV makes its gradual ascent through the challenging terrain, the crowd cringes and gasps at the feats accomplished by such a magnificent vehicle; a lone whisper of "...how much do you think we'll have to spend to change our M.G.P. to top this?..." breezes through the small culde-sac sized cluster of onlookers.
The automobile pauses momentarily just outside the garage facade, and the entire family piles up inside for the heroic conclusion of the ritual.^The children are buckled in and the baby seats are checked one more time for safety. Finally, the SUV revs up (mostly a little show by Mrs. Wilkenson, who has been waiting for some time to get her turn at the garage fagade) and the brakes are released. The SUV violently crashes through the face of the garage, rendering it in shambles and returning it to a state similar to that of all of the other homes in the neighborhood (except for the Williams's of course, who are preparing their garage for SUV use in the next few weeks).
1. M.G.P. stands for Manipulated Ground Plane, a term first coined at Hai-vard's influential Graduate School of Design in Cambridge. Massachusetts.
2. The father and the children had been waitingpatiently atthetopof thetrail for the mother to complete the ascension. This was. after all, Mrs. Wilkenson's SUV. Mr.
Wilkinson had brought his SUV home more than a year ago to a lukewarm reaction from the neighborhood. The family decided to make a much bigger impression with the neighbors this time around.
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Tchotchke House
It's the day after Thanksgiving, and just hke every year, the neighborhood is crammed with automobiles from the city. It is a magnificent site to behold, with car upon car along the streets and the cul-de-sacs full of shoppers. Hundreds of people stroll along suburban sidewalks, looking intently at each of the homes as they pass by, wondering where their next bargain might appear. The home-owners peer out of windows, looking down proudly at the crowds gathering in their neighborhood and around their jewel box. Eveiy day now, the children of the home are allowed to climb down the cataloguing ladder to the jewel box's base and choose one item to rotate to face the shoppers. Such a treat this has become.
The girls sneak through their bedroom closet and enter the cataloguing space. They take turns gliding past all of the stored items of holidays and birthdays from the not -so-distant past.
They slowly make their way downward through the column of wonderful things: old wall clocks without any hands, a box of old magnifying glasses with their lenses removed, and their favorite item, an old wine bottle wrapped in a bull's hoof. As they reach the bottom of the space, one of the girls peeks through the hole of a recently emptied display box to see a little boy on the other side; he waits anxiously to see if there is going to be anything turned to the outside anytime soon. A smile is exchanged, and the girl on the inside of the jewel box carefully chooses a special item, unlatches a brass clasp, and rotates the storage box and its contents for the boy to see.
The boy hops with excitement and turns to his mother and father, who are watching him from a close distance. The mother nods her approval and places the money into wood-lined vending control, selects the appropriate display box number, and watches as the glass panel is slowly opened to allow for gift's removal. The family walks up to the steps of the entry portico, where the father stops to chastise the children for clowning around too much as they prepare to make their way inside the temple. Ties are adjusted, shoes are tied, and hair is combed quickly as the family slowly makes its way up the steps and into the portico. The kids wander to one of the columns of the space and slowly run their hands up and down it. The text is illegible, but the children are enamored with its texture on the cold, smooth vinyl.
Mom and Dad arrive at the entrance to the temple and remove their shoes at the ceremonial mat.' They slowly cross the threshold into the cleansing space, and the sound of trickling water surrounds them. One by one, hands are dipped into the water and rubbed together before they are dried with the piece of red cloth that hangs against the dull white wall. The children, nearly asleep from the monotony of the procession, quickly catch up to their parents and follow them closely into the space of communion. Small doors are opened intermittently to view the necessary items, and a silver plate is prepared for each family member. A brief ceremony of exchange follows; items are removed from one cabinet and placed in a lighted version of another. Both Mom and Dad bow individually to the items in the lighted cabinet and complete the arrangement of the plates (a standard custom, depending on the nature of the communion itselO-Finally, the children begin to get excited as the family enters the final space of the procession. The blinds are closed over all three sets of bay windows flanking the space, and each member seeks out a comfortable place in which to pay homage. Dad reaches over while still seated and opens a very small and ornate oak cabinet that contains three religious talismans: one for the TV, one for the cable box, and one for the DVD player.
1. The mat has a script on it that reads "welcome." and is printed with an ornate pattern of flowers on its edges.
